


community, as it will benefit and attract those from outside the Borough.
 
Chapter 11: Making Effective Use of Land
 
An insertion has been made to paragraph 125 (previously 123) which relates to
achieving appropriate densities at a development. The new text states that
“area-based character assessments, design guides and codes and masterplans
can be used to help ensure that land is used efficiently while also creating
beautiful and sustainable places”. The existing site is a beautiful, natural
environment and replacement of this with concrete structures will
NOT create a “beautiful and sustainable place”.
 
Chapter 12: Achieving Well-designed Places
 
Paragraph 131, which sets out that important contribution trees make to the
character and quality of urban environments,requires that planning policies and
decisions should ensure that new streets are tree-lined and that opportunities
are taken to incorporate trees elsewhere in developments. It also sets out a
requirement that appropriate measures are in place to secure the long-term
maintenance of newly planted trees and existing trees are retained wherever
possible. Development of HO11 will necessitate the destruction of hundreds
of existing trees which is totally against the new NPPF and renders the
inclusion of this site in the Local Plan, unsound.
 
Chapter 14: Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change, Flooding and
Coastal Change
 
Edits in this chapter focus on making sure plans take into account all sources of
flood risk. It is also encouraged to use opportunities provided by improvements
in green infrastructure, and to make as much use as possible of natural flood
management techniques. Development should be appropriately flood resistant
and resilient “such that, in the event of a flood, it could be quickly brought back
into use without significant refurbishment (paragraph 166b)”. HO11 currently,
through its existing green infrastructure, provides natural flood
management techniques, which will be destroyed when “around” 30 houses
are built on it, potentially causing flood risk to existing neighbouring
properties. The proposed surface water tank when full can only drain into
the open ditch that flows down from Reeds Hill Farm. There is no other
outlet for it to plug into. In heavy downpours this ditch overflows across
Essex Way and the proposed sewerage drainage can only connected to the
existing, antiquatedGlyders sewer, resulting in the system being
overwhelmed.
 
These additional points, render the Castle Point Draft Local Plan even more
unsound.



Kind regards

Jim Wylde 




